PRESENTING SPONSOR - $50,000

- 20 Tickets
- Preferred Seating
- Display of Logo/Name on screens in CHW Lecture, Celebration Reception and Chamber Concert
- Verbal Event Recognition
- Sponsor logo prominently displayed on CHW Website and emails

PLATINUM SPONSOR - $25,000

- 12 Tickets
- Preferred Seating
- Display of Logo/Name on screens in CHW Lecture, Celebration Reception and Chamber Concert
- Verbal Event recognition
- Sponsor logo/name displayed on CHW Website and emails

GOLD SPONSOR - $10,000

- 8 Tickets
- Preferred Seating
- Display of Logo/Name on screens in Celebration Reception and Chamber Concert
- Verbal Event recognition
- Sponsor logo/name displayed on CHW Website and emails

SILVER SPONSOR - $5,000

- 6 Tickets
- Display of Logo/Name on screens in Celebration Reception and Chamber Concert
- Verbal Event Recognition
- Sponsor Logo /name displayed on CHW Website and emails

BRONZE SPONSOR – Level 2 - $2,500

- 4 tickets to Celebration Reception and Chamber Concert
- Sponsor logo/name displayed on CHW Website and emails

BRONZE SPONSOR – Level 1 - $1,000

- 2 tickets to Celebration Reception and Chamber Concert
- Sponsor logo/name displayed on CHW Website and emails

Tickets for Celebration Reception and Concert - $150